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Key Lessons Learned
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Information needed is that to support decision and policy making
Starting with the decision / policy framing – vulnerabilities, sensitivities
 More than just descriptions of the current (and future) climate or impacts
 Adaptation is a decision-making process that requires reflection of
uncertainties framed in the context of that process




Sustained engagement of users and providers of information





Aim is informed engagement from concept to delivery and beyond
Continuous improvement informed by users’ needs and science capabilities

Both access and support are necessary

Defined and delivered working with users and providers
 Variety of information / knowledge reflecting diversity of users
 Single snapshots are insufficient – evolving information and support




Continuous learning and sharing of practice and theory are necessary

Move from a data (supply)-driven approach to one
that is decision (demand) driven informed by science

Understanding what is needed
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Climate information that can be integrated into existing decision
making processes and integrated along with other information
 Need to put the organisation’s decision-making perspectives
centre stage – relevance and enhanced utility
 Descriptions of climate are necessary, but often insufficient
 Recognise that adaptation is a (decision-making) process and that
information, including uncertainties, needs to be framed within
that process
 Consideration of thresholds, sensitivities and risk tolerances
Information is not enough – needs to be supported with knowledge
(e.g., case studies and guidance) and with expertise
Information and expertise need to be credible (legitimacy) – trusted
source and with clear articulation of assumptions and limitations
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Understanding what is needed
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Clear, simple, understandable (hierarchical) and scientifically credible
information – access to what can (should) be used not just what is
available



Different formats (data files, maps, summaries, graphs) consistent with
different uses and users’ capacities – decision framing and process



Historical and current climate information
Summaries and trends related to thresholds, risks and vulnerabilities
 Reliable user-defined information on current climate, including that related
to extremes, variability and uncertainties




Future climate information
Next 10 years and less, next 20-50 years and the next 50-100 years
 Variability and extremes, along with uncertainties
 End-user defined variables and derived metrics (thresholds and sensitivities)




Different temporal and spatial scales – local to regional, but also access
to global
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Challenges and Gaps
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Climate information must be accessible and useable by the target users
 Challenge is striking an appropriate balance between acknowledging
the complexity and providing information to support decisions –
balancing robustness, credibility and utility

Accessibility should consider:







Capacity, time available and motivation /
inclination to use the provided information
When the information / knowledge is
needed
Capacity to access information (formats and means of delivery)
Evolving climate science, projections and historical data – new
information and multiple sources
Need for and capacity to support access
Degree to which information and knowledge should be freely available
relative to what is bespoke and therefore available for a fee

Challenges and Gaps
Evolving climate (and non-climate) information
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Climate observations – new climate data, information on trends, normals (196190, 1971-2000, 1981-2010, etc.)
 Climate scenarios/projections – new and updated scenarios from a variety of
different sources – are periodic snapshots enough?


Challenges

Incorporating new information as and when it comes available / is needed
 Knowledge exchange – a two-way process
 Evolving adaptation decision-making process and framing
 Quality assurance and quality control – accredited?


Providing climate information capable of being integrated with non-climate
information
Myriad of non-climate data and information used in making decisions
 Socio-economic and land use data and scenarios (e.g., national annual
population, economic, water supply and demand and land use)


Climate Information to Support Decisions
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Climate Service Science


Science required to generate and communicate knowledge
and practices to support development and provision / delivery of
climate services (utility (relevance) of climate information and
knowledge; accessibility; knowledge exchange; and mechanism
and structures needed to support climate services)



Does not include
fundamental climate
science, climate
impacts, vulnerability
and risk research, or
assessment of the
accuracy of climate
predictions
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Research Community Ambitions
A desire to better understand:
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Users’ decision spaces (sectors where needs are greater, where are
vulnerabilities / risks high, drivers of concern, risk appetite and
timeframes for decisions/ policies)



How climate information fits into users’ decision-making
processes – nature and scope of current and future users’ needs
(foresight)



Where users currently access climate services
and why they use those sources



Users’ current and changing technical
capacity to ingest climate services



Breadth of users those engaged actually represent and how better
to engage the spectrum of users
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Delivering Climate Services Science
Recognition of the need for:
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Capacity (including funds) and willingness to be engaged in
developing and delivery of climate services and in climate services
science



Valuing of climate services and the need and potential for
establishing standards and registries of climate services
(activities, portfolios and quality)



Development and dissemination of good practice guidance



Means and mechanisms for supporting users’ coordination and
engagement (users, providers and purveyors)

In delivering these, a multi-disciplinary approach to climate services
science with supportive funding has been identified as essential,
including learning from communication and decision-making science
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Structures and Mechanisms to Support
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An interdisciplinary research programme supporting
development and delivery of climate services, including the support of
research funders, research coordination, engaged users and research
community, and sufficient funding to be seen as viable.



Targeted demonstration projects/activities – to enhance
engagement and to demonstrate how climate services can be used to
inform decision making – end-to-end value of climate services



A service delivery approach to the provision of climate services
that includes targeted engagement of users, purveyors and providers
with an appropriate public good-bespoke balance and quality
assurance of climate services.



An ‘open-access’ information hub / knowledge management
platform, including mapping of current networks (projects and
groups) delivering climate services and related science, and
information on users’ needs.
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Structures and Mechanisms to Support
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Need for climate information and knowledge to support national /
regional risk assessments and adaptation strategies / plans



Enhancing users’ capacity to understand, access and use climate
services, including accredited training



A practice culture or regulatory environment that encourages /
requires consideration of weather and climate risks in decisions.
Involvement of regulators, professional bodies, trade organisation,
policy makers and economists
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